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Abstract-Reconfigurable embedded processors are a special class of processors comprising an extended instruction set  that 
is implemented using a reconfigurable fabric. The instruction -set extension is typically appl ication speci fic, but i t is not 
required to finalize i t when designing the processor. The reconfigurable fabric consist of processing elements (PE) allows 
that the accelerators that are used to implement the instruction -set may be reconfigured during design  time wi thout 
affecting the functionali ty of the working processor. This paper presents the technique to reconfigure using PE for digi tal 
image processing (DIP) application. We have tried to implement i t  for image segmentation .    
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I. INTRODUCTION 
  
ASIC are application specific architecture used for 
particular task. If it work for other application its 
throughput  
get affected. RISC are reduced set instruction set in 
general purpose but it slow down speed. To improve 
efficiency and adaptability and throughput, 
reconfiguration is important. Embedded processors 
are the key in rapidly growing application fields 
ranging from automotive to personal mobile 
communication, computation, and entertainment, to 
name just a few. In the early 1990s, the term ASIP 
has emerged denoting processors with an application- 
specific instruction set (Application Specific 
Instruction- set Processors). They are more efficient 
in one or more design criteria like ‘performance per 
area’ and ‘performance per power’ [1] compared to 
mainstream processors and eventually make today’s 
embedded devices (which are often mobile) possible. 
Nowadays, the term ASIP comprises a far larger 
variety of embedded processors allowing for 
customization in various ways including a) 
instruction set extensions, b) parameterization and c) 
inclusion/exclus ion of predefined blocks tailored  to 
specific applications (like, for example, an  PEG-4 
decoder) [1].  The reconfigurable processor are fine 
grained, coarse grained and heterogeneous or hybrid 
type (coarse and fine).RLAP,  Chimeara, Xisystem, 
RISPP  are fine grained architectures. Coarse grained 
architectures are ADRES, Montium Tile processor. 
Heterogeneous structures are MORPHEUS, 
KAHRISMA. There are many processor design 
useful for static and run time applications. 
Reconfigurable processors (RP) are coarse grain and 
fine grain also[3]. RP mainly consist of central 
processor, memory, control register, input output 
controller and reconfigurable processing 
array(RPA)as shown in  Fig 1.The heart of 
reconfigurable processor is its reconfigurable fabric 
which consist of array of processing  element. In this 
paper we will cover designing of PE element in 

section [IV], working of PE for segmentation 
application [V] and conclusion [VI].  
  
II. METHODOLOGY  
 
RC architecture generally has  five main components 
as Sequential  Processor, Main Memory,  DMA logic, 
Control logic,  Array of processing elements  .Mainly 
there are two ways of reconfigurability as static 
(design time) and Dynamic(run time).  
a)  Static Reconfiguration:  Appropriate processor 
configuration can be determined at the phase of code 
compilation.  In that case the compiler will usually 
insert reconfiguration procedures at the appropriate 
place in the generated machine code. Such 
reconfiguration is called a static reconfiguration.  
b)  Dynamic Reconfiguration:  If the decision about 
reconfiguration is done during the runtime, 
reconfiguration is considered to be dynamic.  A 
reconfiguration can be done by using different 
methods as Granularity, Geometry/Topology of 
reconfigurable fabric (RF), Interconnectivity of 
reconfigurable components, 
Homogeneity/Heterogeneity of reconfigurable 
components, Coupling between sequential processor 
and RF, Distribution of local memory in RF.  In the 
RP architecture, the main memory will contain input 
instructions and data (application to execute)[2].  
 

 
Fig. 1. Reconfigurable processor architecture 
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It will contain processed/result information.  The 
control processor will execute the control logic to 
execute the application with help of Reconfigurable 
processing unit (RPU). Control logic will be stored in 
separate memory. I/O controller will be used to send 
instruction and data to RPU and also to collect 
resultant /processed data from RPU.The processed 
information will be collected into main memory .   
  
A. Reconfigurable Processing element 
Reconfigurable processing unit is collection of 
processing units/elements. 
  

  
Fig. 2. Structure of Processing Element 

  
 Processing unit will have ALU & internal 
memory.IO Register(IOR) ,data transmission between 
the processing units and external memory is achieved 
by using lOR Reg File is a 8 bit Register  file. There 
is index which is an index unit, the index unit is used 
to identify each processing unit. Also SR i.e. 16-bit 
shift register,  Processing unit communicates with 
adjacent processing unit with  the help of SR.Mark 
register(MR),this is  1-bit mark register, PE 
conditionally executes instructions based on the state 
of MR  as shown in Fig. 2  
  
III. IMPLEMENTATION  
 
In RFU, PE can be arranged in 2*2 arrangements, 
4*4 arrangements or 8*8 arrangements. The can be 
arranged in mesh or bus topologies. The technique 
used here is using ALU processing so it is a complex 
design technology. Designing done on    single 
processing element (PE) part of RFU for the 
application of Image processing - image segmentation 
executed on it. In the RFU with PE array, same 
application will then be executed by grouping pixels 
into columns and column will be executed parallel.  It 
uses 2D arrangement.  
  
 PE Design  
PE is a part of RFU. This is designed as static 
element.PE having 8 bit input and 8 bit output .It is 
bit wise processing i.e. Fine grain.  PE consist of 
ALU working as comparator, Internal memory. The 
execution is in sequential manner with image size 
[128*128].The each pixel value of input image is 
compared by processing element with threshold low 
and high values.  If   value is in between the range ,it 
will display the same value  else it will make that 

value zero[7]. Initially input will be taken as image. 
The  PE will process image for dual threshold  value. 
The intensity of image is tested at different points. It 
is taken for higher and lower value of intensity. This 
values  is compared and if the  values  is between 
threshold values it will be as it is and otherwise it will 
make that value zero. It is done by using histogram 
which give the analysis of image intensity. This is 
first design for 2*2 arrangement and then for 4*4 
arrangement as reconfigurable fabric. This RF is 
interface with memory, Center processor and IO 
controller. They can be interface by using soft-core 
These soft-core are made available by Xillinx and 
Altera as Microblaze or NIOS II.We have tried to 
implement it on FPGA. The standard FPGA design 
flow starts with the design entries using hardware 
description language (HDL), such as Verilog HDL or 
VHDL. The flow then goes through programming, 
compilation, simulation and verification in FPGA 
hardware.   
                              

 
Fig. 3. FPGA Process 

  
The VHDL code which implies the hardware part of 
ALU is downloaded on FPGA processor using JTAG 
cable interfacing PC and the hardware element. When 
a VHDL model is translated into the "gates and 
wires" that are mapped onto a programmable logic 
device i.e., FPGA, then it is the actual hardware being 
configured, rather than the VHDL code being 
"executed" as if on some form of a processor chip.  
  
IV. SIMULATION WAVEFORMS  
 
We have consider an image as input.PE is provided 
with special instruction set to adapt reconfigurability 
faster. It gives faster result than single processing 
element design .After processing it will give us 
segmented result as dual value segmentation 
algorithm.  
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Fig. 4. Implementation of PE 

 
Fig. 4 shows the original  image with intensity value 
from 0 to above 200 and after processing with PE,  
output image give intensity value from 0 to 200.The 
PE will shows arrangement as mesh type and it 
performs with ALU as instruction set is designed for 
it. It is a tightly coupled arrangement. It uses parallel 
scheduling of segmentation with four column four 
rows arrangement. The instructions are provided at 
the design time so this is working as static 
reconfigurable processor. The RLAP [7] design also 
uses tight coupling and mesh type PE arrangement. If 
the internal RAM is used, it will execute set of 
instruction to perform particular task. This 
arrangement of PE can also be replaced by RISC 
processor arrangement in some of architecture to 
perform heterogeneous (execution by coarse and fine 
grained) also uses parallel scheduling in i-core 
architecture.    
  

 
Fig.5.  a-input image, b-higher threshold, c-lower threshold 

value, d-image 
segmented 

  
Fig.5 gives the comparative result from input image 
to output image. Input image is taken in [128*128] 
value and it is compared with row wise and 
columnwise. Intensity is checked for setting threshold 
values as lower limit and upper limit as shown in Fig. 
5.  
This PE’s are interfaced on Nios II with the FPGA. 
This is simulated with the frequency of 50 Hz,32 bit 
central processor.PEs are connected to left ,right on 
both side .The code is generated and dumped on 
FPGA and  observed the result. The output image is 
the segmented with dual threshold values i.e. higher 
values and lower values and shown in Fig.6 

  
Fig. 6. Nios II Simulation for FPGA dumping 

  
CONCLUSION  
 
This paper presented the PE implementation concept, 
a reconfigurable processor that provides a very high 
adaptively by utilizing a reconfigurable fabric (to 
implement Special Instruction).We evaluated the PE 
and RPU and demonstrated its conceptual advantages 
when several of these tasks execute together in a 
different arrangements. We have tried to implement it 
for image processing application .In future we will try 
to implement dynamic reconfigurable processor for 
8*8 arrangements using multitasking. Also to 
improve throughput, efficiency and power 
consumption in comparison with other architecture 
such as RLAP, Morphosis,  
Connex .  
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